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PHOTO PRODUCT FAMILY: THERMOSTATIC MIXERS - MIX SAN LINE
CODE: TMTSAN100M
DESCRIPTION: 1" Thermostatic mixer

HYDRAULIC PERFORMANCES:
Please see the Pressuer/Flow rate chart.
Anti-scald function: in case of lack of cold water, the mixer automatically closes the hot water inlet, thus
interrupting the water outlet to avoid possible scalds.

CERTIFICATIONS:
TUV system certification UNI EN ISO 9001:2008.
Designed according to the main provisions of rule UNI EN 1111.
ACS compliant cartridge - file n° 04 ACC LY 112.
WRAS approved. Certificate n° 0918008.

PRODUCT FEATURES:
Thermostatic mixers adjust the water temperature at a set value, automatically mixing hot and cold water. They ensure the utmost comfort,
considerable water and energy savings and prevent accidental scalds from occuring. The mixer is factory preset using 15°C cold water and 65°C hot
water, at 3 bar. TMTSAN100M features 1/2" thermostatic cartridge. It allows sanitary water to be supplied at a constant temperature: a temperature
not too high inhibits scale formations and corrosions. In case of lack of hot or cold water, the mixer stops the water supply immediately. It particularly
suits sanitary water supplying systems, as, due to the thermostaic cartridge, it is a precise and quick device, furthermore, the scaled knob in
centigrade degrees allows for an easy and intuitive use, the cleaning and replacing operations are very easy as well.
Suitable to supply water to showers, bathtubs, wash basins, etc. in provate homes, schools, hospitals, sports centres etc. 
Law 10/91, belonging to DPR 412/93 sets the maximum temperature for centralised sanitary hot water delivery systems at 48°C with a +5°C tolerance.
This thermostatic mixer complies with this regulation and can be installed at the inlet of each utilization or in the preinstalled sanitary water boxes. The
knob features a red coloured blocking push button set at 38°C. Inlets and outlet feature a 1" G male connection. Installing Kit.2, to be purchased
separately, the inlets and outlests will be 3/4" G female with DN20 check valves on the inlets. The mixer's inlets are furthermore provided with a seat
for a Ø22 copper pipe, therefore Kit.3, consisting of n° 3 1" nuts and n. 3 Ø22 olives, Kit.4, consisting of n. 3 1" nuts, n. 3 Ø22 olives, 3/4" nuts, n. 2
shanks, n. 2 DN20 check valves, and Kit.5, consisting of n. 3 1" nuts, n. 3 Ø15 olives, n. 3 1/2" nuts, n. 3 shanks, n. 2 DN20 check valves, can be
installed.

TECHNICAL DETAILS:
Inlets: 1" G male
Outlet: 1" G male
Max. operation pressure: 10 bar (for pressures over 5 bar, install a reducer)
Recommended pressure: 50 kPa (0,5 bar)
Max. inlet temperature: 85°C
&#8710;T between hot and cold water to guarantee the stop in case of lack of hot
water: 10°C
Adjustment range: 20÷65°C
Scaled knob: 20÷50°C
KV: 1,7 m3/h
Cartridge code: TCRT12AVVFV

INSTALLATION:
Respect the connections: HOT (H) = hot water inlet; COLD (C) = cold water inlet;
MIX = mixed water outlet
- If the temperature of hot and cold water are considerably different, it is necessary to
install check valves on the inlets.
- If the supply sater contains foreign bodies, it is necessary to install filters.
SETTING
1- Position the knob so that the mixed water temperature in 38°C (check with a
thermometer);
2- Pull out the knob after removing tht boss and the screw underneath;
3- Put the knob back ensuring thatN. 38 corresponds to the reference rate, tighten
the screw and boss.
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PRODUCT COMPOSITION:

Mixer's body - Forged brass UNI EN12165 CW617N - sandblasted and nickel-plated
Block and internal elements - UNI eN12164 CW614 N
O-ring - NBR
Wax thermosensitive element
Springs - Stainless steel AISI 302
Knob - Nylon PA6

TOLERANCES: 

PRODUCT PACKING:
Packing according to needs.
Weight: 0,7 kg. (without packing)
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